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Introduction
Breast cancer is the second most frequently diagnosed cancer in American women and more than a quarter of a million Americans will be diagnosed with this disease in 2003 (American Cancer Society). Clearly, breast cancer is a disease that is in dire need of a cure. Genomic instability is common in breast cancer cells and can lead to loss of heterozygosity (Taback et al., 2003) , gene amplifications (Lopez-Guerrero et al., 2003) and other genomic rearrangements. By inducing genomic alterations, genomic instability may promote carcinogenesis or make cancers more resistant to treatment. Currently, the source of genomic instability is unknown, retarding efforts to prevent or cure breast cancer by reducing genomic instability.
Chromosomal rearrangements are hallmarks of cancer cells and may be very early steps in tumorigenesis. The origins of genomic insults are poorly understood and this work aims to characterize one potential source of genomic instability, inappropriate DNA re-replication. In a normal eukaryotic cell cycle, the chromosomal DNA of a cell is replicated once, and only once, during S phase to ensure that each daughter cell receives exactly one complement of genomic material. By perturbing the regulation of several proteins involved in replication initiation, our laboratory has been able to conditionally induce varying amounts of re-replication in yeast cells.
Eukaryotic DNA replication can be divided into three fundamental stages. In the first stage, a pre-replicative complex (pre-RC) is assembled at replication origins through the sequential loading of the initiation proteins ORC, Cdc6, Cdtl, and Mcm2-7. In the second stage, initiation is triggered by the concerted actions of Dbf4-Cdc7 kinase and an S phase cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK). At this stage, additional replication proteins are recruited, some of which are incorporated into a large protein machine that is assembled at newly formed replication forks. In the third stage, replication elongation occurs, during which replication forks progress down chromosomes to duplicate the genome.
In addition to triggering initiation, CDKs play a major role in the block to rereplication by downregulating pre-RC component proteins. In budding yeast, CDKs promote the nuclear exclusion of Mcm2-7, inhibit CDC6 transcription and promote Cdc6 degradation, and appear to phosphorylate and inactivate ORC. Our lab has been able to abrogate these inhibitory mechanisms by making Mcm2-7 constitutively nuclear, ectopically expressing Cdc6 (under a conditional promoter), and mutating CDK phosphorylation sites on ORC. We have demonstrated that simultaneous disruption of all three mechanisms induces a subset of origins to re-initiate and the DNA surrounding these origins to re-replicate. Effectively, cells enter, but do not complete, a second S phase (Nguyen et al., 2001) , because only part of the genome re-replicates.
In this reporting period, we have shown that re-replication induces a rapid and significant decrease in cell viability and a cellular DNA damage response. Strikingly, we have observed DNA damage in the absence of a classical replication stress response. These results indicate that re-replication generates DNA damage, and raise the possibility that this could in turn lead to genomic instability.
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Body
During the period from March 2 4 th, 2004 to March 2 3 rd, 2005, significant progress was made on a number of the tasks described in the initial application for this grant. Some of this work was reported in a manuscript, on which I was the first author. This paper was published in January 2005 in the journal Molecular Biology of the Cell (Appendix 1, Green and Li, 2005) . Additionally, we have nearly completed a second manuscript, which we expect to submit by May 15 th of this year (see figures in Appendix 2). I was also asked to give a talk at the Nucleic Acids Gordon Conference on June 6 th, 2004 and present a poster at the Mechanisms of Genomic Integrity Conference on June 2 2 nd, 2004. At these conferences I presented work done with the support of this grant.
The overall purpose of the grant was to study the consequences of re-replication of cellular DNA. During a normal cell cycle, DNA replication is tightly controlled such that the genome is replicated once and only once before each mitosis. Loss of replication control has been proposed to be a source of the genomic instability that is associated with tumorigenesis. Our laboratory, and others, has elucidated many of the mechanisms that prevent re-replication from occurring. In doing so, we have established a yeast system with which we can induce re-replication in a population of cells arrested in metaphase. I have begun to study the consequences of this re-replication.
Task 1 of the initial grant application was to confirm that there was a DNA stress response as a consequence of re-replication. At the time of the initial application, we had preliminary evidence that re-replication caused a cellular stress response. The specific aim of this task was to confirm the presence of this response and characterize the nature of this response. In this project period I have demonstrated and published that rereplication leads to cell death, largely RAD9 and RAD53 dependent metaphase arrest, Ddc2-GFP foci formation, RAD9 dependent Rad53p phosphorylation and DNA double stranded breaks (Green and Li, 2005 ). We completed this task and have done additional work to study the cellular DNA stress response.
Extra effort was invested in this aim due to the surprising discovery that rereplication leads to a DNA damage response seemingly in the absence of the replication stress response. When DNA damage occurs, a cellular checkpoint response arrests the cell cycle and leads to induction of genes required to repair the damage. This response requires numerous genes, including RAD9 and RAD53. The replication stress response is experimentally triggered by the addition of the drug hydroxyurea which limits the cell for nucleotides. Slowed or stalled forks induce a checkpoint response that is dependent on MRC1. I was able to show that although re-replicating cells are capable of signaling through the MCR1 dependent replication stress pathway, nearly all of the checkpoint response required RAD9. This is significant because it suggests DNA damage is induced by re-replication without forks being stalled in a manner recognizable by the normal replication stress checkpoint response pathway.
In the initial grant application I also proposed to study the response to different extents of re-replication. At the time of the initial application, we had preliminary W81XWH-04-1-0409 25 Apr 05 Annual Report evidence that we could induce re-replication on a more limited scale by perturbing fewer mechanisms that prevent re-replication. Our previous publications describing rereplication have focused on a strain in which three separate mechanisms to prevent rereplication were disrupted. However, as described in our Molecular Biology of the Cell paper (Green and Li, 2005) , extensive re-replication leads to significant cell death. In order to study potential consequences of re-replication, we needed to establish a strain in which the cell death was reduced. We did this by perturbing two, rather than three, mechanisms that block re-replication. We have demonstrated that making these changes does result in reduced re-replication, in fact under some conditions, we are able to observe re-replication primarily from a single origin of replication.
Since my continuing work on the consequences of re-replication will require the use of these limited re-replicating strains, we needed to publish our characterization of their re-replication. Consequently, I delayed work on some of the tasks in my initial proposal in order to prepare this manuscript for publication. This work is nearly done and we intend to submit this manuscript, on which I expect to be a first author, to a th journal by May 15 , 2005 . I have included the figures and figure legends that we will submit as Appendix 2. I have also shown that limited re-replication leads to a DNA damage response similar to that observed after the more extensive re-replication described in Green and Li, 2005 . Limited re-replication leads to cell death, metaphase arrest, Ddc2-GFP foci formation and Rad53p phosphorylation (Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix 3 and data not shown)
In task 2 of the initial application, I intend to determine which stage of rereplication leads to the DNA damage response. Formally, my work published in January 2005 did not demonstrate whether inappropriate pre-replicative complex formation, reinitiation or re-replication lead to a DNA damage response. Clearly distinguishing these possibilities would help to direct further experiments for determining precisely how the DNA damage was generated. In order to address this question, I constructed a strain in which a key protein essential for initiation of DNA replication (Cdc7p) was mutated such that it was temperature sensitive. I was thus able to arrest cells in mitosis and induce rereplication both in the presence and absence of initiation. As can be seen in Figure 1 in Appendix 3, when re-initiation is blocked, there is no cellular DNA damage response. Thus, inappropriate pre-replicative complex formation is not sufficient to cause a checkpoint response, and replication is essential. My next task (task 3) was to use electron microscopy to determine the nature of the lesions induced by re-replication. The requirement of DNA damage for re-replication initiation described above suggests that electron microscopy will be very useful to visualize the actual DNA lesions induced by re-replication. However, initial attempts to conduct these technically difficult experiments in our laboratory proved to be unfruitful. Consequently, we have established collaboration with Dr. Jose Sogo to help us complete task 3. Dr. Sogo is the world's foremost expert on studying DNA lesions using electron microscopy (Sogo et al., 2002) and has agreed to teach me his electron microscopy technique. Due to his prior collaboration commitments, we have not yet been able to conduct these experiments, but we have tentatively agreed to begin work this summer.
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We are confident that I will be able to quickly learn Dr. Sogo's technique in his laboratory and then be able to conduct further experiments in our own laboratory at UCSF.
Since I have not yet been able to generate results for task 3, 1 began work on several of the other tasks. Specifically, I have generated a strain to use in tasks 5 and 6, which investigate whether re-replication leads to genomic instability. In task 5, I intend to determine if re-replication leads to loss of heterozygosity and in task 6 1 intend to determine in re-replication leads to gene amplification. I conducted some initial experiments using a strain deregulated for three mechanisms that prevent re-replication. However, there was such massive cell death that I was unable to detect increased loss of heterozygosity. Re-replication was so extensive that fewer than 1 percent of the cells that re-replicate were able to form colonies. Since colony formation is required to assay for loss of heterozygosity, the vast majority of the cells could not be queried to determine if loss of heterozygosity has occurred.
Clearly, I needed to establish a re-replication system that allowed for a greater fraction of the cells to survive. I decided use a strain in which two, rather than three, inhibitory mechanisms are disrupted. The extent of re-replication in this strain has been characterized in the paper that will be submitted by May 15 th, 2005 (see figures in Appendix 2). We have shown that this strain re-replicates predominantly from a single origin of replication. I arrested this strain in metaphase and induced re-replication. I then used the formation of Ddc2-GFP foci as a measure of the minimum percent of cells that re-replicate since, in my system, Ddc2-GFP foci are only appreciably seen when rereplication is induced. Cells were then plated in the absence of re-replication and the ability of cells to form colonies was determined (Figure 2 in Appendix 3). I was able to show that when limited re-replication is induced, most cells suffer DNA damage (Ddc2-GFP foci) but many are able to later form colonies (viability). This strain will thus be ideal for studying loss of heterozygosity and gene amplification, and those experiments are ongoing. We have nearly completed a second manuscript, on which I am also a first author, presenting further work on this project (see figures and figure legends in Appendix 2).
I presented this work in a talk and a poster at the Nucleic Acids Gordon Conference at Salve Regina University on June 6th, 2004.
I also presented this work at a poster presentation at the Mechanisms of Genomic Integrity Conference in Galway, Ireland on June 2 2 nd, 2004.
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Conclusions
I have made significant progress in regards to addressing the specific aims proposed in my initial application entitled, "DNA Damage and Genomic Instability Induced by Inappropriate DNA Re-replication." I have published a paper on which I am the first author describing the results supported by this grant. Additionally, we have nearly completed a second paper on this topic. I have also presented this work at two scientific conferences. At one of them, the Nucleic Acids Gordon Conference, I was asked to give a talk describing my work.
To maintain genome stability, the entire genome of a eukaryotic cell must be replicated once and only once per cell cycle. In many organisms, multiple overlapping mechanisms block re-replication, but the consequences of deregulating these mechanisms are poorly understood. I have shown that disrupting these controls in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae rapidly blocks cell proliferation. Re-replicating cells activate the classical DNA damage-induced checkpoint response, which depends on the BRCT checkpoint protein Rad9p. In contrast, Mrclp, a checkpoint protein required for recognition of replication stress, does not play a role in the response to re-replication. Strikingly, re-replicating cells accumulate sub-chromosomal DNA breakage products. These rapid and severe consequences suggest that even limited and sporadic rereplication could threaten the genome with significant damage.
We have also shown that limited re-replication can be induced when two mechanisms that block re-replication are deregulated. This has enabled us to establish a system in which the consequences of re-replication on genome stability can be studied. If we are able to demonstrate that re-replication leads to genomic instability, it would be the first proof of this previously underappreciated source of genomic threats. Since most cancers, breast cancer included, show significant genomic instability, it is critical that we understand the source of such changes to the genome. We have made a great deal of progress in this project period and anticipate that this will continue in the next project period. In addition to triggering initiation, CDKs also prevent every segment of the genome is replicated once and only reinitiation of eukaryotic DNA replication (Broek et al., 1991 ; once each cell cycle. This control is primarily exerted at the Dahmann et al., 1995; Sauer et al., 1995; Hua et al., 1997) . hundreds to thousands of replication origins where DNA CDKs do this in part by down-regulating multiple comporeplication initiates. Once an origin initiates in S phase, nents of the pre-RC, thereby preventing reassembly of these multiple mechanisms prevent it from reinitiating replication complexes at origins that have initiated. In budding yeast, for the remainder of that cell cycle (Gopalakrishnan et al., CDKs promote the nuclear exclusion of Mcm2-7 (Labib et 2001; Nguyen et al., 2001; Vas et al., 2001; Yanow et al., 2001; Nguyen et al., 2000) , inhibit CDC6 transcription Vaziri et al., 2003) . Such tight control suggests that even an (Moll et al., 1991) and promote its degradation (Drury et al., occasional reinitiation event would be deleterious to cells, 1997; Elsasser et al., 1999; Drury et al., 2000) , and they seem and it is readily apparent that, in principle, excessive synto inactivate ORC through phosphoryation (Nguyen et al., thesis of just small segments of the genome could eventually 2001). Making these three initiation factors refractory to threaten its stable propagation. Nonetheless, a direct analy-CDK inhibition in metaphase-arrested cells allows a subset sis of the consequences of rereplication is needed to underof origins to reinitiate and portions of the genome to rerepstand whether and how rereplication contributes to genomic licate (Nguyen et al., 2001) . The limited extent of reinitiation instability. S. cerevisiae provides a powerful genetic system suggests that not all inhibitory mechanisms to block rerepfor such an analysis, especially as there is considerable unlication have been identified. Consistent with this, a recent derstanding of both the mechanisms regulating replication study indicates that CDK binding to ORC provides an adand those protecting genome stability in this organism. ditional mechanism to inhibit pre-RC formation (Wilmes et Eukaryotic replication initiation can be divided into two al., 2004). fundamental stages (reviewed in Bell and Dutta, 2002) . In Analogous CDK-dependent mechanisms antagonizing the first stage, which occurs in early G1 phase, a prereplicaCdc6, ORC, and Cdtl have been shown to inhibit rereplicative complex (pre-RC) is assembled at replication oreication in other eukaryotes (Jallepalli et al., 1997; Lopez-Girona origins et al., 1998; Nishitani et al., 2000; Vas et al., 2001 ; Wuarin et al., through the sequential loading of the initiation proteins 2002; Zhong et al., 2003) . Moreover, a CDK-independent origin recognition complex (ORC), Cdc6, Cdtl, and mechanism to prevent pre-RC assembly has been identified Mcm2-7. In the second stage, activation of two kinases, in metazoans. Central to this mechanism is the protein Dbf4-Cdc7 kinase and a cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK), Geminin (McGarry and Kirschner, 1998; Tada et al., 2001 ; triggers events that culminate in replication initiation and Wohlschlegel et al., 2002) , which binds to Cdtl and is disassembly of the prereplicative complex: additional replithought to sterically inhibit its ability to recruit Mcm procation proteins are recruited to the origin, the DNA is unteins to replication origins (Lee et al., 2004; Saxena et al., 2004 Distinguishing whether the replication stress and/or Uhlmann et al., 2000) , and pBO1555 (pMET3-HA3-CDC20, NatMX4/MscI).
DNA damage pathway is activated is an important first step Brown and Baltimore, 2003) . In a few of these reentire RAD53 and MRC1 open reading frames were deleted using PCR amplification of the kanMX from pAG25 with tagged primers by using the oligonuclesponses, the kinetics or degree of change may vary between otides indicated in Table 2 (Goldstein and McCusker, 1999) .
the two pathways, but overall the events considered to be hallmarks of DNA damage also are observed with replicaYeast Media tion stress. Complicating the distinction between these two Cells were grown in YEP, synthetic complete (SC), or synthetic (S broth) responses is the potential for stalled forks to degenerate into medium (Guthrie and Fink, 1990) The first group initially reported that rereplication induced by overexpression of Cdc6 and Cdtl activates a DNA damCell Proliferation Assay age response (Vaziri et al., 2003) final concentration of 100 jig/ml and HU to a final concentration of 0.2 M. methylsulfonyl fluoride] with protease inhibitors (1 jig/ml leupeptin, 1 tg/mI Samples were processed for quantification as described above. To obtain phleopepstatin A, 1 jkg/mId chymostatin, and 1 mM benzamidine) and phosphatase mycin-treated cells for the experiment in Figure 3A , cells were grown in YEPD, inhibitors (1 mM Na 3 VO 4 , 50 mM NaF, and 50 mM Na 3-glycerophosphate). The arrested with 15 Ag/mI nocodazole (>95% large budded cells), and then treated soluble protein was quantified using a Bradford assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) with phleomycin at a final concentration of 20 jg/ml (Cayla, Toulouse, France).
with bovine serum albumin as a standard (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Forty Samples were processed for quantification as described above.
micrograms of each protein sample was electrophoresed on a 7.5% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to nitrocellulose (Protran BA85; Applied Scientific, San FranRad53p Immunoblot cisco, CA). The membrane was probed with anti-HA 16B12 (Covance, Berkeley, Cells grown overnight in SRatKC-Ura + 0.05% dextrose were pelleted and resus-CA) at 1:1000, followed by sheep anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase (NA931V; pended in YEPRaff + 15 jig/mi nocodazole. Once >90% of the cells were Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) at 1:2000. Immunoblots were developed arrested as large budded cells, galactose was added to a final concentration of 2,, with the SuperSignal system (Pierce Chemical, Rockford, IL). and samples were removed at various time points. Cells (8.5 ml) at ODo0 0.5-1.0 were pelleted and lysed by vortex mixing and boiling with 300 jil of 0.5-mm glass
Assaying Induction of a Metaphase Arrest
beads (Biospec Products, Bartlesville, OK) and 300 p] of SDS-PAGE loading Cells grown overnight in SRaffC-Met,Ura + 0.05% dextrose were pelleted and buffer [8% glycerol (vol/vol) , 100 mM Tris-HC1, pH 6.8,1.6% SDS (wt/vol), 1.6 x resuspended in YEPRaff + 2 mM methionine to arrest cells in metaphase by 10-3% bromphenol blue (wt/vol), 100 mM dithiothreitol, and 1 mM phenylCdc20p depletion. Once arrested (>90% large budded cells), galactose was were plated on medium containing galactose, the pGAL1-Antcdc6 rereplicating strain showed a decrease in plating Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) efficiency by at least three orders of magnitude. In the ab-YJL3244 and YJL3248 cells grown overnight in SRaffC-Met,Ura + 0.05% sence of perturbations of ORC and MCM, expression of dextrose were pelleted and resuspended in YEPRaff + 2 mM methionine to Antcdc6p had no effect on cell growth as assayed by colony containing medium to assess the number of cells that could for the metaphase-anaphase transition (Schwab et al., 1997; Visintin et al., 1997) , induced rereplication with galactose for RESULTS 2 h, and then restored Cdc20p expression to remove the original metaphase block, a Factor was added to trap any Rereplication Rapidly Blocks Cell Proliferation cells that progressed into G1 phase of the next cell cycle Previous work in our laboratory established yeast strains in (Figure 2A ). Cell and nuclear morphology were used to which rereplication can be induced in metaphase-arrested distinguish between cells that were in metaphase and cells cells (Nguyen et al., 2001) . These yeast strains contain genetic that were postmetaphase (anaphase/telophase or G1 phase). alterations that make three replication initiation proteins More than 90% of the pGALJ-negative control cells prorefractory to the inhibitory effect of the CDK Cdc28p. The ceeded past metaphase and accumulated in G1 phase. In CDK phosphorylation of two subunits of the origin recogcontrast, <20% of the pGALI-Antcdc6-rereplicating cells had nition complex, Orc2p and Orc6p, was blocked by mutating exited metaphase 5 h after Cdc20p expression was restored. their CDK consensus phoshorylation sites (orc2-6A, orc6-Similar results were obtained when these cells were moni-4A). Cdc28p-directed nuclear exclusion of the Mcm2-7p tored after rereplication was induced for only 1 h instead of complex (Labib et al., 1999; Nguyen et al., 2000) was pre-2 h (our unpublished data). Because rereplication was barely vented by fusing two tandem copies of the simian virus 40 detectable by flow cytometry after 1 h of induction (Figure nuclear localization signal to . Fi-1A), these data suggest that even limited rereplication innally, CDK regulation of Cdc6p was disrupted by integratduces a metaphase arrest. ing pGALI-Antcdc6, which expresses an N-terminally trunIn budding yeast, genotoxic stresses such as replication cated and slightly stabilized Cdc6p (Antcdc6p), under the fork stalls or DNA damage induce a metaphase arrest that control of the galactose-inducible GALl promoter (Drury et requires activation of the checkpoint kinase Rad53p (Allen et al., 1997) . In this rereplicating strain, rereplication is detectal., 1994; Weinert et al., 1994; Sanchez et al., 1996; Sun et al. , able only after Antcdc6p is induced by growth in galactose-1996) , the homolog of Chk2 in mammalian cells and Cdsl in containing medium. A parallel strain, containing pGAL1
Schizosaccharomyces pombe. To determine whether rereplicainstead of pGALI-Antcdc6, does not rereplicate and serves as tion might activate these pathways, we induced rereplicaa negative control strain ( Figure 1A) . tion in a rad53A mutant background and monitored the 
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Length of Pulse (hours) Figure 1 . Induction of rereplication rapidly blocks cell proliferation. (A) Checkpoint-deficient strains are capable of rereplicating. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLS were grown in medium containing 3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose. Metaphase arrest was induced by adding 2 mM methionine, to transcriptionally deplete Cdc20p, and 15 ptg/ml nocodazole. Then, 2% galactose was added, and samples were taken hourly for flow cytometry. Vertical lines indicate the median DNA content for the 0-and 3-h time points. (B) Constitutive induction of rereplication prevents cell proliferation. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLS were grown on plates containing 2% dextrose and serially diluted into S broth with fivefold dilutions. The dilutions were plated on medium containing either 2% dextrose, which represses rereplication, or 2% galactose, which induces rereplication in strains containing pGALI-Antcdc6. (C) Transient induction of rereplication rapidly inhibits colony forming potential. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLS were grown in medium containing 3% raffinose plus 0.05% dextrose and arrested in metaphase with addition of 15 [tg/ml nocodazole. Galactose (2%) was added for the indicated number of hours to allow for transient induction of rereplication and cells were then plated on medium containing 2% dextrose to score colony-forming units (CFU Rad53-P.
ability of these cells to progress past metaphase. Flow cyversion of Rad53p to the hyperphosphorylated form tometry demonstrated that rereplication was still induced in ( Figures 2B and 4A ) further suggests that this response was the presence of the rad53A mutation ( Figure 1A) , and vital activated in almost all rereplicating cells. staining with phloxine B showed that most of the cells remained metabolically alive after 3 h of induction (our unpublished data). The percentage of cells that could comRereplication Induces Formation of Ddc2-GFP Foci plete metaphase, however, increased from <20% to nearly Because the genome is only partial rereplicated in our 50%. This result suggests that a significant portion of the strains, many rereplication forks cannot be properly termicheckpoint-proficient rereplicating cells were arrested solely nating with a converging fork from the adjacent replicon. in response to a RAD53-dependent checkpoint. The remainThis suggests that many of the rereplication forks must be ing 50% of the cells also seemed to activate this checkpoint stalled or disrupted, potentially signaling replication stress, (see below) but presumably stayed arrested because they DNA damage, or both. Analysis of the Ddc2p response to were subjected to an additional RAD53-independent metarereplication provided an initial hint that rereplication elicits phase block (see Discussion).
a checkpoint response to DNA damage. Like Rad53p, Ddc2p Additional evidence that rereplication activates a RAD53-is required for the response to both DNA damage and dependent checkpoint response was obtained by examining replication stress. Ddc2p in complex with Meclp is recruited Rad53p directly. Activation of Rad53p protein kinase is to both sites of double-strand breaks (Kondo et al., 2001 ; tightly correlated with its hyperphosphorylation (Allen et Melo et al., 2001 ) and stalled replication forks (Katou et al., al., 1994; Weinert et al., 1994; Sanchez et al., 1996; Sun et al., 2003; Osborn and Elledge, 2003) as part of the sensing of 1996), a modification that retards Rad53p mobility during these lesions by the checkpoint pathways. Previous studies gel electrophoresis. After inducing rereplication with galacestablished that Ddc2p relocalizes from a diffuse nuclear tose in metaphase-arrested cells, we monitored the phosdistribution to punctate subnuclear foci in response to DNA phorylation state of Rad53p by immunoblotting total cell damage (Melo et al., 2001) . We observed that similar foci are lysates ( Figure 2B ). In the pGAL1 control strain, Rad53p not generated in response to HU in our strains, thereby remained hypophosphorylated for the duration of the galacproviding a possible way to distinguish between the two tose induction, consistent with the absence of any checkresponses ( Figure 3A ). point arrest of the cell cycle. In the pGALI-Antcdc6-rerepliThis distinction was demonstrated in a pGAL1-Antcdc6 cating strain, however, Rad53p hyperphosphorylation was rereplicating strain where DDC2 was replaced by DDC2-detected within 45 min of induction, and the majority of the GFP. Initial experiments were performed in dextrose-conprotein became hyperphosphorylated by 120 min. Together, taining medium to ensure tight repression of pGAL1-the metaphase arrest and Rad53p hyperphosphorylation inAntcdc6. The rereplicating strain was arrested in metaphase dicate that Rad53p is activated as part of a checkpoint rewith nocodazole, exposed to 20 /g/ml of the DNA damagsponse triggered by rereplication. The nearly complete coning agent phleomycin, and examined by fluorescence mi-t~ e e p i~ c t i n G e e r t § D N A P • a m ag e Figure 3 . Subnuclear Ddc2p foci consistent with DNA damage are formed when rereplication is induced. (A) HU-induced replication stress does not induce subnuclear Ddc2p foci to the same extent as DNA damage. YJL5135 (ddc2:DDC2-GFP pGALI-Antcdc6 orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLS) growing in medium containing 2% dextrose was arrested in metaphase with 15 jxg/ml nocodazole followed by treatment with 20 jig/ml phleomycin to induce DNA damage. A parallel culture was arrested in G1 phase with a factor and released from the arrest into 0.2 M HU to induce replication stress. At hourly intervals after either phleomycin addition or release into HU, cells were scored for subnuclear GFP foci, and the number of cells with zero foci, one focus, or two or more foci was quantified. Representative images at 0 and 3 h are shown. Error bars show SE of the mean from two experiments (n = 60-120 per experiment). (B) Rereplication induces Ddc2p foci. YJL5135 and YJL5132 (ddc2:DDC2-GFP pGALI orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLS) growing in medium containing 3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose were arrested in metaphase by the addition of 15 jig/ml nocodazole. Then, 2% galactose was added to induce rereplication in YJL5135 and at 30-min intervals the number of foci per cell was quantified (n = 60-120 per experiment). Representative images and quantification are shown as in A.
croscopy. Within 1 h, one or more subnuclear foci of Ddc2p-of induction of rereplication, there was a significant increase GFP were observed in most cells ( Figure 3A) , consistent with in Ddc2p-GFP subnuclear foci ( Figure 3B ). Within 2 h, the previously published observations. In contrast, when these number of cells with foci and the number of foci per cell cells were released from a G1 arrest into S phase in the were quantitatively similar to the response observed with presence of 0.2 M HU, there was little induction of Ddc2p-the addition of the DNA damaging agent phleomycin. Little GFP subnuclear foci even 3 h after imposition of the repliincrease in Ddc2p-GFP foci was observed in the pGAL1 cation block ( Figure 3A) . If phleomycin is added to these control strain. Thus, these findings suggest that rereplication cells, subnuclear Ddc2p-GFP foci occur within an hour, ininduces a DNA damage checkpoint. dicating that damage-induced foci are observable in HUarrested cells (our unpublished data). Similar results were observed in wild-type cells not containing any perturbations
Rereplication Induces a DNA Damage Response of ORC, Mcm2-7, or Cdc6.
For a more definitive examination of whether rereplication To examine the localization of Ddc2p after rereplication, was triggering a DNA damage response, a replication stress the pGALl-Antcdc6 rereplicating and pGALI control strains response, or both, we took advantage of the genetic distinccontaining DDC2-GFP were arrested in metaphase, induced tion between these two checkpoint pathways in budding with galactose, and examined at 30-min intervals by fluoyeast. Both pathways converge on RAD53 and induce a rescence microscopy. In the pGAL1-Antcdc6 strain, within 1 h metaphase arrest. However, upstream of RAD53, the DNA Log Noc 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 culture conditions, and each harvested for immunoblot analysis of Rad53p. Galactose was added to one culture to inRad53-1 J 3 2 ' duce rereplication. As described above, there was little Rad53-P-i Rad53p hyperphosphorylation because of the rad9A mutation ( Figure 4B , lanes 9-11). Galactose and HU were added 1 2 3 4 5 • 7 8 9 10 11 to a second culture to induce replication stress during re-+HU +HU replication. In these cells, robust Rad53p hyperphosphoryDextrose Galactose Galactose lation could now be observed ( Figure 4B , lanes 6-8), presumably through activation of the MRCl-dependent YJL5060 pGaI-Antcdc6 radg9, replication stress response pathway. Finally, dextrose and No Rad53p hyperphosphorylation was observed in this cul-3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose and arrested in metaphase by the ture ( Figure 4B , lanes 3-5), confirming that rereplication addition of 15 gg/ml nocodazole. Then, 2% galactose was added, forks were generating the HU-induced replication stress and at the indicated times samples were harvested for immunoblot response observed in the second culture. Thus, the MRC1-analysis of Rad53p-HA. The hypophosphorylated protein is indidependent replication stress response pathway is capable of cated by Rad53 and the hyperphosphorylated protein is indicated sensing stalled rereplication forks during a metaphase arrest by Rad53-P. (B) The rad9A cells are capable of responding to stalled in a rad9A background. The lack of any significant activation rereplication forks. YJL5060 (rad9A pGALI-Antcdc6 orc2-cdk6A orc6-of this pathway in the absence of HU suggests that stalled cdk4A MCM7-2NLS) grown in medium containing 3% raffg/ml nocodarereplication forks are not triggering the checkpoint rezole and split into three cultures: 0.2 M HU and 2% dextrose were sponse observed in rereplicating cells. Consistent with this added to the first culture; 0.2 M HU and 2% galactose were added conclusion is the observation that the extent and kinetics of to the second; and 2% galactose was added to the third. Immunoblot Rad53p hyperphosphorylation induced by rereplication are analysis was performed as described in A.
unchanged by deletion of MRC1 ( Figure 4A , lanes 6-10). Together, our data suggest that DNA damage, and not replication stress, is the predominant genotoxic insult accumudamage response is predominantly dependent on RAD9, lating as a consequence of rereplication. whereas the replication stress response is predominantly dependent on MRC1. We individually deleted each gene in Rereplication Induces Double-stranded Breaks the pGALI-Antcdc6 rereplicating strain and the pGAL1 conGiven the induction of a DNA damage response, we looked trol strain and investigated whether the metaphase arrest for direct evidence of DNA damage induced by rereplicaand Rad53p hyperphosphorylation induced by rereplication tion. We assayed whether rereplication results in doublewas dependent on either gene. Initial experiments estabstranded breaks by monitoring the appearance of subchrolished that rereplication was still induced on all chromomosomal fragments by PFGE. To verify that PFGE can detect somes in the mrclA and rad9A mutants ( Figure 1A ; our chromosome fragmentation, we examined yeast chromounpublished data).
somes from metaphase-arrested cells treated with phleomyAs described above, the proportion of cells arrested in cin, which generates double-stranded breaks. At high doses metaphase due to rereplication was approximately halved of phleomycin, all chromosomes were converted to a heterwhen RAD53 was deleted. A slightly higher reduction was ogeneous pool of subchromosomal fragments ( Figure 5A , observed when RAD9 was deleted, whereas a much smaller lanes 4-6). These results were confirmed by Southern blot reduction was observed upon deletion of MRC1 (Figure 2A) .
analysis of these gels, by using ARS305 to probe for chroThus, nearly half of the rereplicating cells that are arrested in mosome III ( Figure 5A , lanes 15-17). metaphase are solely held at that arrest by a RAD9-depenSimilar chromosome fragmentation was not observed in dent pathway. The remainder, as discussed previously, cells arrested in S phase with HU ( Figure 5A , lanes 1-3 and seem to be subjected to an additional metaphase block. The 12-14). Replicating structures, such as replication bubbles hyperphosphorylation of Rad53p induced during rereplicaand forks, are thought to significantly retard DNA mobility tion ( Figure 4A , lanes 1-5) also was dramatically reduced in during PFGE, and whole chromosomes with many replicata rad9A mutant background ( Figure 4A, lanes 11-15) . The ing structures are retained in gel loading wells (Hennessy et simplest interpretation of these results is that the Rad53p al., 1990) . Nonetheless, the absence of any significant subphosphorylation and RAD53-dependent metaphase arrest chromosomal fragments even after prolonged HU arrest induced by rereplication is primarily triggered through the suggests that there is no rapid or widespread degeneration RAD9-dependent DNA damage response pathway.
of stressed replication forks to double-stranded breaks. Well- Like HU treatment, rereplication caused the majority of Checkpoint Responses Do Not Reduce the Lethality each chromosome to be retained in the wells. However, Induced by Rereplication rereplication also generated subchromosomal fragments, By mobilizing a corrective response and delaying the cell which looked like a smear of DNA migrating from below cycle, checkpoint pathways help to protect cells from insults the smallest chromosome up toward the well ( Figure 5A , that would disrupt the proper transmission of genetic inforlanes 9-11). This could be seen more clearly by Southern mation. In some cases, however, recovery from the insult blot analysis, which showed an accumulation of chromomay not be possible despite the activation of a checkpoint. some III fragments migrating faster than the smallest For example, degradation of Mcm proteins in the middle of full-length chromosome ( Figure 5A, lanes 20-22) in S phase disrupts active replication forks and seems to actiamounts comparable with those generated by 20 ttg/ml vate the replication stress response: Rad53p is hyperphosphleomycin ( Figure 5B ). This induction of subchromophorylated and cells experience a RAD9-independent metasomal fragments was specific to rereplicating cells, bephase arrest (Labib et al., 2001) . Despite the activation of this cause no such induction was seen in the control strain checkpoint, cells are unable to recover their ability to repli-( Figure 5A, lanes 18-19) . Similar subchromosomal fragcate after Mcm proteins are restored (Labib et al., 2001) , ments were observed when the Southern blots were presumably because Mcm proteins cannot be reloaded onto probed for chromosome 4 and 7 (our unpublished data).
the disrupted replication forks. To determine whether the Thus, rereplication, but not replication stressed by HU, DNA damage response is able to protect cells from the generates double-stranded DNA breaks. amount and type of DNA lesions generated by rereplication, we examined the viability of rereplicating cells that harbor that could lead to DNA lesions. We therefore suspect that deletions in RAD53, RAD9, or MRC1. Strains deleted for any the lesions are generated by the act of rereplication itself. of these genes showed similar decreases in viability as Any molecular model for how these lesions are generated checkpoint-proficient strains when subjected to constitutive must explain why they are generated during rereplication or transient (p > 0.35 at 3 h) rereplication (Figure 1, B and C) .
and not during normal replication. One possible explanation This suggests that the extent of rereplication in these cells is that the first round of replication structurally alters chrogenerates an amount or type of lethal genotoxic stress that is mosomes in a manner that interferes with their rereplication irreparable.
within the same cell cycle; sister chromatid cohesion, which is established during DNA replication, provides precedence for such a replication-coupled change in chromosome state DISCUSSION (reviewed in Nasmyth, 2001). Other possible explanations include hypothetical problems specific to rereplication such Eukaryotic cells use multiple overlapping mechanisms to as poor coordination of histone synthesis and/or nucleoprohibit reinitiation of DNA replication within a single cell some assembly with rereplication (Verreault, 2003) , rereplicycle. An obvious reason why cells might impose such excating forks from later rounds of rereplication overtaking tensive and layered safeguards is that even a low frequency rereplicating forks from earlier rounds, or defective assemand amount of extra DNA synthesis could eventually alter bly of replisomes during reinitiation. genome content. We report here that rereplication can inAn important approach to understanding how rereplicaduce an immediate and severe threat to the cell. Rereplicattion generates DNA damage is to characterize the molecular ing cells rapidly and permanently cease cell division. They structure of the primary lesions that are induced. Imporphosphorylate Rad53p in a RAD9-dependent manner and tantly, these primary lesions may not be the chromosomal arrest in metaphase. This checkpoint response is unlikely to breaks that we observed by PFGE. Other abnormal DNA be a novel "rereplication checkpoint." Rather, we infer from structures that could trigger the DNA damage response the stereotypical DNA damage response that rereplication might be generated earlier before degenerating into chromorapidly generates DNA lesions that are recognized by the somal breaks. Fork collapse, for example, can generate cell as DNA damage. Thus, the use of multiple mechanisms "chicken feet" structures (Sogo et al., 2002) , which expose to prevent rereplication not only preserves genome content free double-stranded DNA ends without cleaving the chroin the long-term but also protects cells from lethal genomic mosome. Further analysis of rereplicating DNA will hopeinsults in the short-term.
fully yield more insight into the structure of these primary Surprisingly, we have been able to demonstrate that relesions and the molecular mechanisms by which they are replication triggers little or no replication stress response, generated. even though rereplication forks fail to complete a full round Although rereplication induces a RAD9-dependent checkof replication. The Rad53p phosphorylation observed durpoint response, this response offers little protection against ing rereplication was almost exclusively dependent on the lethal consequences of rereplication ( Figure 1B ). This RAD9, which signals DNA damage, and was independent of lack of protection is reminiscent of the futile induction of a MRCI, which signals replication stress. Similarly, the meta-RAD9-independent checkpoint response after complete phase arrest induced by rereplication was more dependent
Mcm degradation in S phase (Labib et al., 2001) . Loss of Mcm on RAD9 than on MRC1. Importantly, the absence of a proteins from replication forks is apparently irreparable replication stress response was not due to an inability to even after resynthesis of the proteins, because there is no respond to replication stress. In a rad9A mutant background, efficient mechanism to reload Mcm proteins at forks. Simiwhere rereplication by itself failed to induce Rad53p phoslarly, in our rereplicating cells the damage induced by rephorylation, the addition of HU to stress the rereplicating replication may be irreparable and overwhelm any possible forks leads to robust and persistent Rad53p phosphorylaprotective effect of the DNA damage response. Additionally, tion. The simplest interpretation of these data is that rerepother lethal problems may arise from rereplication that are licating forks fail to complete a full round of replication, not not dependent on DNA damage and cannot be corrected by because they eventually stall, but because they somehow the DNA damage response. Such additional problems might degenerate into DNA lesions that are recognized as DNA account for the partial persistence of metaphase-arrested damage. These results contrast with those obtained in hucells when rereplication is induced in the absence of RAD53 man cells depleted of geminin, where the resulting rereplior RAD9 (Figure 2A) . Fully understanding the lethal consecation can be associated with the replication stress response quences of rereplication will require further molecular char- (Melixetian et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2004) . Whether these acterization of the terminal phenotype of rereplicating cells. contrasting results reflect differences in species or protocol
The extra copies of genes that are generated by rereplicafor inducing rereplication remains to be addressed in the tion have long been considered a possible source of genomic future.
instability. Our observation that DNA damage is generated A key question raised by these findings is how rereplicaduring rereplication suggests an additional way by which tion generates DNA lesions without inducing a stalled fork rereplication might generate genomic changes. Interestingly, response. Because a prompt DNA damage response is obin mammalian cells, overexpression of a single replication served in almost all cells in the presence of the microtubule initiation protein Cdtl can induce subtle rereplication depolymerizing agent nocodazole, the lesions are unlikely to (Vaziri et al., 2003) and has been implicated in tumorigenesis be a consequence of spindle tension on partially replicated (Arentson et al., 2002) . Thus, rereplication may be another chromosomes. Consistent with this, we can induce rereplipotential source for the genomic instability associated with cation and observe the attendant DNA damage response tumorigenesis. during S phase (our unpublished data), suggesting that a mitotic state is not required to generate the lesion. Moreover, preliminary evidence suggests that elongation is restrained ACKNOWLEDGMENTS during rereplication (our unpublished data), raising the posWe thank Anita Sil, David Toczyski, David Morgan, Hiten Madhani, Carol sibility that rereplicating replisomes encounter problems Gross, and Alexander Johnson for helpful discussions and comments on the t ~ r e lj c g i n G n eu t e § D N A l a mn a g e W81XWH-04-1-0409
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A Schematic representation of our modified competitive genomic hybridization protocol. GI arrested and replicating cells are harvested and genomic DNA is prepared. The genomic DNA is differentially labeled with Cy3 (G1, "green") and Cy5 (S phase, "red") and hybridized to a microarray containing 13,165 ORF and intergenic PCR products. Flow cytometry is used to determine a red to green ratio normalization factor that reflects the extent of replication, then normalized ratios are plotted and mathematically smoothed. Peaks on the replication profile are identified as origins.
B
Our modified competitive genomic hybridization protocol accurately assays replication timing. Wild type S288c yeast were synchronized in G 1 by the addition of alpha factor. Cells were then either maintained in the alpha factor arrest or released into S phase in the presence of 100 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 110 minutes. Cells were then harvested and their genomic DNA purified. Genomic DNA from GI arrested and S phase cells were differentially labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 and competitively hybridized. The red to green normalization factor for this experiment was 1. 
D
Origins can be accurately identified from peaks in the replication profile. Origins on chromosomes 3, 5, 6 and 10 have been comprehensively mapped and cataloged in SGD. The mean distance from each origin identified in our data set, as well as several other published sets, to an origin cataloged in SGD is listed in the table. Our data, one hyb indicates the results obtained from a single microarray hybridization from a single experiment.
E
The normal S phase replication timing profile of the rereplication competent mutant is similar to wild type. Cells containing MCM7-2NLS orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A pMET3-HA3-CDC2OpGal-Antcdc6, but not rereplicating, were synchronized in GI by the addition of alpha factor. Cells were then either maintained in the alpha factor arrest or released into 100 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 180 minutes. Genomic DNA purification and hybridization was carried out as described in Figure 1A . The red to green normalization factor for this experiment was 1.45. The replication profile of orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpMET3-HA3-CDC20 (red line) and wild type replication profile from Figure lB (blue line) are shown. Previously identified origins cataloged in SGD (red triangles) and the centromere (black circle) are plotted along the X-axis.
F
Samples for flow cytometry were taken at the times indicated during the experiment described in Figure 1E . 
A
Significant rereplication can be induced in the metaphase arrested orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGaI-Antcdc6 mutant. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were grown in medium containing 3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose. Cells were arrested in metaphase by adding 2mM methionine, to transcriptionally deplete Cdc20p, and 15jag/ml nocodazole. Then, 2% galactose was added to induce Antcdc6p in the strain containing pGalAntcdc6, and samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 2 and 3 hours.
B
Pulsed field gel electrophoresis shows all chromosomes rereplicate. Cells were induced to rereplicate as in Figure 2A . Southern blots of a pulsed field gels were probed for an ARS305 fragment to detect chromosome III, ARS607 to detect chromosome 6 and ARS 1413 to detect chromosome 14. For each blot the well and the indicated chromosome are shown.
C
Rereplication occurs on all chromosomes, but different origins initiate in rereplication than replication. Cells were induced with galactose as in Figure 2A . At 3 hours after galactose addition, cells were harvested and their genomic DNA was purified. Genomic DNA from orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGal and orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6 strains were differentially labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 and competitively hybridized to a microarray as in Figure IA . The red to green normalization factor for this experiment was 1.35. The mitotic rereplication profile (red line) is plotted along with a normal S phase replication profile from Figure ID 
D
Replication timing does not correlate with efficiency of mitotic rereplication. For 351 proARSes defined by Wyrick et al., the red to green ratio of the rereplication profile from Figure  2C is plotted versus the red to green ratio of the replication profile from Figure ID .
Figure 3
Rereplication induced as cells pass through S phase is more extensive than rereplication induced in metaphase arrested cells.
A
Increased rereplication can be observed by flow cytometry. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were grown in medium containing 3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose then were arrested in GI by the additional of alpha factor. Galactose was added to 2% for 30 minutes to induce Antcdc6p in the strain containing pGal-Antcdc6. Cells were then released from the GI arrest and rearrested in metaphase with the addition of 2mM methionine, to transcriptionally deplete Cdc20p, and 15jtg/ml nocodazole. Samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 1, 2 and 3 hours.
B
PFGE shows that all chromosomes rereplicate. Cells were induced as in Figure 3A and samples for PFGE were taken every hour. Southern blots of PFGE gels were probed as in Figure  2B .
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Appendix 2 25 Apr 05 Annual Report C In some regions of the genome, more than one round of rereplication can be induced. Cells were induced to rereplicate as in Figure 3A . Cells were harvested at 3 hours. Genomic DNA from metaphase arrested orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGal and orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6 strains was purified, differentially labeled with Cy3 and Cy5, and competitively hybridized to a microarray. The red to green normalization factor was 1.6. The profile of rereplication (green line) is plotted for chromosomes 3 and 10. Previously identified origins cataloged in SGD (red triangles) and the centromere (black circle) are plotted along the X-axis. Red to green ratios indicative of different genome copy numbers (C) are shown to the right of each graph.
D
Rereplication can occur while cells are still within S phase. Cells containing orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6 pMET3-HA3-CDC20 grown in medium containing 3% raffinose + 0.05% dextrose were arrested in GI by the additional of alpha factor. To induce Antcdc6p, 2% galactose was added to 30 minutes. Cells were then either maintained in the alpha factor arrest or released to rereplicate during S phase in the presence of 100 mM hydroxyurea (HU) for 240 minutes. Genomic DNA from GI arrested and S phase cells was purified, differentially labeled with Cy3 and Cy5, and competitively hybridized to a microarray. The red to green ratio normalization factor was 1.4. The profile of rereplication during S phase (blue line) is shown for chromosomes 3 and 10. Red triangles, black circles and genomic copy number (C) are indicated as in Figure 3C .
E
Flow cytometry on samples taken every 60 minutes during the experiment described in Figure 3D indicates that cells are still within S phase.
F
Rereplication induced as cells transit through S phase shows a preference for early origins. For 351 proARSes defined by Wyrick et al., the red to green ratio of the rereplication profile from Figure 3C is plotted versus the red to green ratio of the replication profile from Figure ID 
Figure 4
Under certain conditions, rereplication can be induced when only ORC and Cdc6 are deregulated.
A
Rereplication is undetectable by flow cytometry when Antcdc6p is induced in metaphase arrested cells containing orc2-cdk6A ore6-cdk4A. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were arrested in metaphase and induced with galactose as described in Figure 2A . Samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 2 and 3 hours.
B
Significant rereplication can be induced in orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4pGal-Antcdc6 cells while they are progressing through S phase. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were arrested in GI and induced with galactose as described in Figure 3A . Samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 1, 2 and 3 hours.
C
Limited rereplication, primarily on chromosome III, is detectable using PFGE when orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4A pGal-Antcdc6 cells are induced from a metaphase arrest. Cells were t.
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Appendix 2 25 Apr 05 Annual Report induced with galactose in metaphase as in Figure 4A . Samples for PFGE were taken at 0, 2 and 3 hours. Southern blots of PFGE gels were probed as described in Figure 2B . D PFGE shows rereplication on most chromosomes as cell pass from GI into metaphase. Cells were induced as in Figure 4B and samples for PFGE were taken every hour. Southern blots of PFGE gels were probed as described in Figure 2B .
E
Rereplication induced during progression through S phase occurs at many chromosomal locations and limited rereplication can be detected on chromosome III in metaphase. Rereplication profile of orc2-cdk6A orc6-cdk4pGal-Antcdc6 cells induced to rereplicate in metaphase (red line) and from GI into metaphase (blue line) are shown for chromosomes 3, 6 and 14. The red to green ratio normalization factor for the metaphase induction was 1.0 and for the GI to metaphase induction was 1.3. Red triangles, black circles and genomic copy number (C) are indicated as in Figure 3C . When Mcm2-7 are constitutively nuclear and Cdc6 is significantly overexpressed, limited rereplication can be induced.
A
Rereplication is undetectable by flow cytometry when Antcdc6-2Ap is induced in metaphase arrested cells containing MCM7-2NLS. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were arrested in metaphase and induced with galactose as described in Figure 2A . Samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 2 and 3 hours.
B
Rereplication is also undetectable by flow cytometry when Antcdc6-2Ap is induced as cells containing MCM7-2NLS transit through S phase. Cells with the indicated genotypes plus pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were arrested in GI and induced with galactose as described in Figure 3A . Samples were taken for flow cytometry at 0, 1, 2 and 3 hours.
C
PFGE indicates that chromosome III rereplicates in metaphase arrested MCM7-2NLS pGal-Antcdc6-2A cells. Cells were induced with galactose as in Figure 5A . Samples for PFGE were taken at 0, 2 and 3 hours. Southern blots of PFGE gels were probed as described in Figure  2B D PFGE indicates that chromosome III also rereplicates in MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A cells transiting through S phase when Antcdc6-2Ap is induced. Cells were induced with galactose as in Figure 5B . Samples for PFGE were taken every hour. Southern blots of PFGE gels were probed as described in Figure 2B E Rereplication is limited to chromosome III when MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A cells rereplicate. Rereplication profiles of cells induced to rereplicate in metaphase (red line) and from GI into metaphase (blue line) are shown for chromosomes 3, 6 and 14. The red to green ratio normalization factor for both experiments was 1.0. Red triangles, black circles and genomic copy number (C) are indicated as in Figure 3C . ARS317 initiates when cells containing MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A rereplicate.
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Appendix 2 25 Apr 05 Annual Report A 2D gel electrophoresis indicates that ARS317 initiates when rereplication is induced in metaphase. Cells containing the indicated genotypes and pMET3-HA3-CDC20 were arrested in metaphase and induced with galactose as described in Figure 2A . Samples were taken for 2D gel at 0 and 2 hours. Southern blots of 2D gels were probed with an ARS317 fragment.
B
Microarray analysis confirms that the ARS317 sequence is required for rereplication when Mcm2-7p and Cdc6p is deregulated in metaphase. Cells containing MCM7-2NLSpMET3- , and their respective pGal control strains were arrested in metaphase and induced with galactose for 3 hours as in Figure 2A . Rereplication profile of MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A (red line) and MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A AARS317 (blue line) are shown for chromosome 3. The red to green ratio normalization factor for both experiments is 1.0. Red triangles, black circles and genomic copy number (C) are indicated as in Figure 3C .
C
Rereplication requires Cdc7p, a kinase required for S phase initiation. Cells containing MCM7-2NLSpMET3-HA3-CDC2O pGal-Antcdc6-2A CDC7, MCM7-2NLSpMET3-HA3-CDC20 pGal-Antcdc6-2A cdc 7-1 and their respective pGal control strains were grown in medium containing 3% raffinose and 0.05% dextrose. Cells were then arrested in metaphase at 23°C with the addition of 2mM methionine, to transcriptionally deplete Cdc20p, and 15jtg/ml nocodazole. The temperature of the cultures was then changed to 35°C for 1 hour. Then, galactose was added to induce Antcdc6-2Ap in the pGal-Antcdc6-2A strains and cells were harvested 4 hours after galactose addition. Rereplication profile of MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A CDC7 (red line) and MCM7-2NLSpGal-Antcdc6-2A cdc7-1 (blue line) are shown for chromosome 3. The red to green ratio normalization factor for both experiments is 1.0. Red triangles, black circles and genomic copy number (C) are indicated as in Figure 3C . Deregulation of two mechanisms that act to block re-replication leads to a DNA damage response. This response requires re-replication and not simply inappropriate pre-replicative complex formation. Cells deregulated for Mcm2-7p inhibition (MCM7-2NLS) and Cdc6p downregulation (pGaI-Antcdc6-2A) were arrested in metaphase. These cells also contain cdc7-1, which produces a temperature sensitive version of a protein required for DNA replication. Cells kept at a permissive temperature for cdc7-1 re-replicated primarily from a single orign and this lead to Rad53p phosphorylation (lanes 1-4). However, cells shifted to a non-permissive temperature for cdc7-1 were unable to re-replicate and no DNA damage response was observed (lanes 5-8). Length of Transient Re-replication (hr) * Viable Cells A Cells with no Ddc2-GFP foci Transient induction of re-replication in a strain that primarily re-replicates from a single origin generates widespread DNA damage but limited cell death. Cells expressing Ddc2-GFP were induced to re-replicate at time 0. At the indicated times, cells were plated to quantify colony forming units and examined by fluorescence microscopy to determine the fraction of cells with Dd2-GFP foci formation, a marker of the DNA damage induced by re-replication.
